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Let k be a field of characteristic p> 0, and G a finite group. Let Hz(k) = 
H*(G, k) E Ext,&(k, k) be the cohomology ring of G. For any subgroup H of G, let 
Tr,$ : H;(k) -+ Hz(k) denote the transfer (or corestriction) homomorphism. It can 
be defined as follows. Let 
4 
(P,&): “‘-‘Pi -P,+k+O 
be a minimal KG-projective resolution of the trivial kG-module k. The restriction 
of (P, E) to H is a kH-projective resolution. Any <e H;(k) is represented by a kH- 
cocycle f E Horn&P,, k). The transfer to G of i is then Trz([)=cIsCfl) where 
f’(m) = xi= 1 f(xip ‘m) for x t, . . . ,x, a complete set of representatives of the left 
cosets of H in G and m E P, . The transfer map is only a k-module homomorphism. 
Its image in Hz(k) is an ideal. 
The transfer has been studied for many years. However when p divides IG: HI, 
its utility is somewhat limited because it is often zero. We show here that, collective- 
ly, the images of the transfers are relatively large provided the Sylow p-subgroup 
of G is not commutative. Specifically we prove the following. 
Theorem A. Let VG(k) be the maximal ideal spectrum of H:(k). Let P be a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G and let Z= Z(P) be its center. Let J= J(k) = C Trs(H,$(k)) where 
the sum is taken over all subgroups H such that p divides 1 G : HI. If V,(J) c V,(k) 
denotes the support Hz(k)/J, then 
VG(J) =res&(Vz(k)). 
Here, resG, z : Hz(k) + H,*(k) is the restriction homomorphism. Remember that 
Hg(k)/rad H:(k) is a finitely generated commutative k-algebra [2]. Note that we 
need not be too concerned with any noncommutativity in H:(k) since this only oc- 
curs in products of elements of odd degrees and when p> 2. But if p> 2, Hz(k) c 
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rad Hz(k) whenever n is odd. It can be seen then that Theorem A is equivalent to 
the following. 
Theorem B. Let Z= {[E Hz(k) 1 reso,([) = 0). The ideals Z and J have the same 
radical. 
Let K be the algebraic closure of k. A point OJE V,(k) can be viewed as a ring 
homomorphism a : Hrj(k) + K. Also Hz(K) = KOk H:(k). If U is a cyclic group of 
order p, then Hc(k)=k[[]@/l(q), degc-2, degq=l, when p>2. Here q2=0, 
and /1(q) is a two-dimensional exterior algebra. If p = 2, then H;(k) = k[[] where 
deg [= 1. Given a generator u E U the element [ can be chosen in a canonical 
fashion. The variety I/,(k) is equal to K. or, where 8” is defined by 19,([)= 1. 
The proof of Theorem A is divided into five steps which we index with Roman 
numerals. The first three steps are routine and probably known to many experts. 
It should be mentioned that, subsequent to the announcement of the theorem, 
Leonard Evens has produced a strikingly different proof based on more classical 
techniques of group chomology. The proof given here uses methods developed for 
modular group representations. The guiding principles behind the proof is the 
following theorem. It can be deduced easily from Theorem 3.7 of [3] and Proposi- 
tion 2.20 of [l]. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that a E V,(k), a #O. There exists an elementary abelian p- 
subgroup E = (x1, . . . , x, > c G and an element p = (PI, . . . , /3,) E K’ such that a factors 
as the composition 
fGWPHZ(K) 
97, E lesE, I/ 
-H,(K)- 
4J 
H;(K) -K 
where U=(u,), up= 1 + Ci=,pi(xi- 1) and 9” as above. In particular, if L is 
a graded ideal in H:(k), then a $ V,(L) if and only if there exists n >0 and 
[E H:(k) fI L (n even if p> 2) such that resG, ,(c) # 0. 
Before beginning the proof of Theorem A we need to set some notation and ex- 
press some properties of the transfer. Let 
4 
(P,&): ‘..-+P, -P$k+O 
be a minimal kG-projective resolution of k. Let Q”(k) be the kernel of a,, . Hence 
we have an exact sequence 
O-Q”(k)+P,_, -+...+P,+P,,-+k+O. 
Any element [ in H:(k) is uniquely represented by a cocycle C : Q”(k) + k. The uni- 
queness follows from the minimality of the resolution and the fact that k is a simple 
kG-module. Also if f: Q”(k)+ k is a kH-homomorphism, then Trg(clsCf)) = 
xi=, fx,:’ where xi, . . . ,x, are left coset representatives of H. 
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The following properties of the transfer are well known and we leave the proof 
to the reader. 
Lemma 2. Let B and H be subgroups of G. 
(a) [~Tr,$(Hh(k)) if and only if 4’:Q”(k)+k factors through k,$“=kG@kHk 
(i.e., there exists @ : Q”(k) -+ k2 and v/ : kp-+ k such that I,@ = [). 
(b) If B c H c G, then Tr,$ o Tri = Trg. 
(c) If gBg- ’ = H for some g E G, then Trg(H$(k)) = Tr$(Hg(k)). 
(d) (Mackey formula). Let <eHi(k). Then 
where the sum is taken over a complete set of representatives of the B-H double 
cosets. 
(e) Zf P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then (l//G: PI)T~FoT~s~,~ is the identity 
homomorphism on Hz(k). 
Proof of Theorem A 
I. We may assume hereafter that k = K (i.e., that k is algebraically closed). 
Proof. An injection o: k-+ K defines a homomorphism @ : HG(k)-tHz(K)E 
KOk Hz(k) by G(i) = 1 @c. Hence we also have @* : Vo(K) -+ VG(k). Suppose that 
the theorem is true for K. Let J,(k) = Tr,$(H,$(k)). It can be easily checked that 
J,(K)=K@,JH(k) and #*(Vo(JH(K)))= Vo(.Z(k)). Therefore @*(VG(J(K)))= 
Vo(J(k)), since V,(J(k)) = n V’o(J,(k)), the intersection being taken over those H 
with p dividing IG : HI. Similarly @*(res &4l/,(K))) = res$,,( V,(k))). This proves 
the first step. 
II. We may assume hereafter that G = P (i.e., that G is a p-group). 
Proof. Suppose that Theorem A is correct for all p-subgroups of G. Then by Lem- 
ma 2, parts (b) and (c), J= TrF( 1 Q<pTrG(Hz(K))). By Lemma 2(d) and Theorem 
A (applied to Z) we have that res G,Z(J) C rad(H,(K)). So res$z(V,(K)) c ~&Z). 
On the other hand suppose that a E VG(K), and a $ resd,,( Vz(K)) = V,(Z). Then 
there exists some [E H:(K) such that o(c) #0 and [EZ. By our assumptions 
(res~,2(1))4=resc&?)~ CQCp TrQ(Hz(K)) for some positive integer q. By Lem- 
ma 2, parts (b) and (e), c9 E J. Since ~(4’~) # 0, o $ VG(.Z). This concludes Step II. 
III. I’,(Z)=res&(I/,(K))C V,(J). 
Proof. Suppose that cry V,(Z). Let H be a maximal subgroup of G. By Theorem 
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1, a factors through the restriction to an elementary abelian subgroup E= 
(e , ,..., e,)CZ. Let el ,..., e, be chosen so that EflH=(er,...,e,). Because H 
is maximal t =m - 1 or m. Suppose further that (Y factors through the restric- 
tion to U=(uP> where up=1 + cyZ,Pi(e;- 1). Assume that [EH~(K) and 
resq JTr,$([)) # 0. First note that /3, = 0 if t = m - 1. For otherwise Tr$([) factors 
through KF (Lemma 2(a)). However, if /?, #O, then Kp is a free KU-module and 
res&TrE([)) must be zero. Hence we may assume that E c H and t =m. 
Let XE G. Because UC KZx the following diagram commutes: 
0-@(K)-P s- 1 -...-P-K-0 0 
0-Q”(K)-P S-l -...-P------+K-0 0 
The vertical maps are all given by left multiplication by xP ‘. These are all KU- 
homorphism and the vertical map on the right end is the identity on K. So for any 
x, resH, U([xP ‘) = res,, v([). Therefore if XI$ H, 
resG, Or: 63) = re+, CI . resH, J[) = 0. 
Hence a(i) = 0 and a(Tr$(HA(K))) = (0). By Lemma 2(b), (Y E V,(J). 
IV. By induction assume that Theorem A is true for all groups with order less than 
IGI. Let W=(W) be a subgroup of orderp in Z(G). Let J’ be the ideal in Hz(K) 
generated by U WcH<G inf&(T$$(H&(K))). Let Y be the subgroup of G with 
WC Y and Y/W=Z(G/W). Then J’c J and V,(J) c Vo(J’) c resz, r(V,(K)). 
Proof. Suppose that [ET~$;//~W(H~,~(K)). The inflation inf&&[) is given by the 
composition @’ in the diagram: 
E 
0-Q’“(K)-P n-l -.,.-P-K-O 0 
o-@‘(KG,,)- Qn-1 -----+...-Q. 
Here (P, E) and (Q, E’) are, respectively, minimal KG- and K(G/ W)-projective reso- 
lutions of K and ,D is a chain map. By Lemma 2(a), [ factors though the module 
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WH/ w ) tG/W&G H . Consequently, infcc/w([) E Tr,$(HG(K)). This proves that J’c J, 
and v,(J) c v&J’). 
Let (r E v,(K) and suppose that (x B res 2, r( Vr(K)). By Theorem 1, a factors 
through the restriction to some elementary abelian subgroup E, which we may 
assume contains W. So write E = (el, e2, . . . , e, ) where e, = w and (e,, . . . , e,) = En Y. 
Also cz factors through resE,u for some U=(uP>, up= 1 + EYE, Pi(ei- 1). Observe 
that for some i> t, pi#O, since otherwise UC KY and (Y E resd, r( I/,(K)). 
Let r?i denote the image in K(G/ W) of m E KG. Then iig= CT=, pi(Pi - 1) is not 
in K(Z(G/W)). Let fr=(ii,). There exists a proper subgroup HC G, with WC H, 
and an element [ET~,$;;/~W(H;~,&K)), for some integer r (even, if p>2), such that 
reso/W, ~(5) #O. This is a consequence of the induction assumption on Theorem A. 
We claim that resG, v(infcc/,(<)) # 0. Consider the commutative diagram 
0 :K tKu------+ . . . -KU-K-O 
E 
0-Q”(K)-P rm I -...-P -K-O 0 
O-~'J"(KG/W)- Qr_,-------.-.- -K-O Qo 
K 
where the top row is a minimal KU-free resolution of K, (P,E) and (Q,E’) are, 
respectively, minimal KG- and K(G/W)-projective resolution of K, and the chain 
maps 6’ and ,u are respectively KU- and KG-liftings of the identity on K. Then 
inf&&[) = & and resd, r_,(infcG/w(~)) =&‘0’. By restriction p’ and pi are KU-homo- 
morphisms and each Qi is a projective KU-module, because U# {l}, So ~‘0’ has a 
KU-splitting o : Q”(KG/w) + K and Q”(K G/W)(,y=F@K. 1 where I=p’O’(l) and 
F= Ker (7 is a free KU-module. For any m E L’“(KG,,), up. m = tag. m. Recall that 
[ was chosen so that resG/w,o([)#O. It follows that c(f)#O. Therefore [p’f?‘= 
reso, c/(inf&w(~)) # 0 as claimed. By Theorem 1, a(<) # 0 and (x $ vG(J’). This com- 
pletes Step IV. 
V. vG(J) C VG(Z) = res$.( V,(K)). 
Proof. From Step IV (with the induction assumption), we have that vG(J) C 
resg, ,,(Vy(K)). So suppose that acres :, y( Vy(K)) and a $ VG (J). To prove Step V 
we need only show that a@ v,(J). Steps III and V imply Theorem A. 
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By Theorem 1 and our assumption, a factors through restriction to an elementary 
abelian subgroup E = (e,, . . . , e,) c Y. We may assume that WC E. Choose the 
generators so that el = w and (ei, e2, . . . , e,) = En Z. Furthermore a factors through 
the restriction to a cyclic shifted subgroup U=(up) where uB= 1 + EyEI j?;(ei- 1). 
Notice that pi#O for some i>s because a$res&(l/Z(K)). For any i=l,...,m, 
g E G there exists an integer ni, 0 in; <p such that geig- ’ = eie;‘. Of course ni = 0 
if irs. So 
guflg- l= 1 + C p;(e;e;l- 1) 
c Up+ (J+, ni/3;)(ei- 1) mod(Rad KE)*. 
Let H be the set of all ge G such that C niPi=0 where geig-’ =eie;‘. We need the 
following. 
Lemma 3. H#G. 
Proof. Let lFP = GF(p) c K be the prime field. Let al,. . . , a, be a basis for the lrP- 
subspace of K generated by /3,+ i, . . . , /I,. For each i = s + 1, . . . , m there exists 6, E EP 
such that pi= C biaj. Suppose that H= G. Let xj= ny=,+ I e,!". For gE G, let ni be 
the integers such that geig-’ =e&‘. Since g EH, we have that 
O= fJ niPi= f: 
i=s+l 
j=, (iJ+, “ibU)‘j- 
Hence C nib0 = 0. This implies that gxjg- ’ =xj and thus Xj E Z. However this is not 
possible. 
Lemma 4. There exists an integer n > 0 and [E Trz(H$(K)) such that a([) # 0. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on r = /G : HI. Let A be a maximal subgroup of G 
withH~A.ChooseanelementxEG,~~A.Lett=jA:HIandletu~=u~,U~,...,U~ 
be the A-conjugates of uII. Note that these are all distinct modulo (Rad KE)‘. Sup- 
pose that Ui = X'U~X-', i = 0, . . . , p - 1. If i>O, then the residue class of Di modulo 
(Rad KE)2 is not conjugate in A to that of u0 = urc. Hence for i = 1, . . . , p - 1 there 
exists an element vi E H2(K) such that reso,(,,,,)(qi) f 0, reso,<,,Jqi) = 0, and if p> 2, 
then ai is even. This is because the restrictions to (vi) and (uO) define different lines 
in the variety V,(K) (see [3]). 
By induction there exists an element [E Tr$(HL(K)) such that resG, J[) 20. Let 
O=[.ql...rP_i and note that eETri(H&(K)) for c=ba,...a,_,. We have that 
res,,(,,(xj6Yi) #0 ‘f 1 and only if i=j. Therefore if 8=Tr:(@, then 
rec. UC@ = res,4, u - (~~~x'dx;') =res,,U(8)f0. 
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By Theorem 1, a(@ #O. This proves the lemma. The lemma implies that (Y $ V,(J). 
Hence the proofs of Step V and Theorem A are complete. 
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